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I wrap your story around my shoulders 
let it tangle and knit with mine 
as defiant gestures of skin 
a complex network of roots1 
 
The Texture of Her Skin presents a wide range of tools, faux archaeological relics, armours and 
knitted second-skins that translate a complex, overlapping, accruing sense of touch, identity and 
belonging through skin. The exhibition is the culmination of my studio-led PhD at Monash 
University, and comprises a major body of sculptural and installation works produced between 
2010 and 2013 exploring skin’s relevance to subjective and multi-layered visions of the female 
body. Researched around the world on residencies in New York, Barcelona, Madrid, Vienna, 
Krems and Melbourne, the works reflect a sustained engagement with diverse visual 
representations of the body. Each piece was created with media and processes bearing a 
conceptual affinity to skin. Together, these textile, clay and photographic works challenge surface 
accounts of the female body, reimagine history from a female subjective position and manifest 
skin’s capacity to sustain our most intimate connections.  
 
The exhibition includes three bodies of tool-related works in resinous clay and collage that were 
produced early in the project – Her Keys, Her Tools and Unearthed. Each arose from a desire to 
tackle delimiting visual representations of female skin as a biological interior or smooth, desirable 
exterior. Exploiting the association between tools and notions of progress and repair, the 
implements investigate the frameworks through which we understand skin. Her Keys (2010), a 
series of thirty-two large scale black clay keys bearing archaic female bodily symbols and 
annotated forms, reimagines a known symbol of biological interiority as a totem of access – to 
skin, subjectivity and the world.  
 
Her Tools (2010) is a collage series of fictional surgical, medical and erotic implements inspired 
by the disturbingly violent gynecological tools in the David Cronenberg film Dead Ringers. The 
collage series creatively reinterprets suppressive conceptions of the female body that exist in this 
film and other media. The collages were created from pictures prised from women's magazines 
including cosmetic containers, mascara wands and hairdressing scissors. Reassembled into eerily 
delicate and menacing tools that can touch, cut or change the body, Her Tools elicit a desire to 
probe beyond skin's idealised surface and ascribe a female agency to this act.  
 
Unearthed (2011), a faux archaeological display of forty-six unusual tools hand modeled with 
resin-clay, arose from research at the Brooklyn Museum into Judy Chicago’s The Dinner Party 
and a series of Egyptian fragments highlighting bodily sensation. The objects reflect upon the 
range of tools and implements studied, but also comprise versions of personal items associated 
with memories of touch including mirrors, cosmetic implements, surgical tools and tattoo tools, 
spoons, spindles, hand saws, stone-carving tools, mallets, letter openers and tiny sewing scissors. 
Laid out in a row, the tools in Unearthed unfold the significance of the tactile sense through the 
hands to our identity, over time.  
 
Many of the works here hail from the exhibition Venus Was Her Name (2011) produced for the 
Kunsthalle in Krems, Austria. The exhibition was developed on a three month residency in Krems, 
Austria at KREMS AIR in 2011. This collection of knitted, clay and collage works extends my early 
focus on skin relics to explicitly explore women’s capacity to (re)write their own corporeal 
histories. In particular, it reimagines the subjective potential of the Venus of Willendorf, a famous 
archaic representation of womanhood from 24,000 B.C discovered near Krems.  

1 Qwo-Li Driskill, Walking With Ghosts, ed. Janet McAdams (Cambridge: Salt Publishing, 2005), p. 54. 
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In My Skin, a hand and machine knitted naked self portrait in wool, and VENUS, a large twine 
word sculpture collectively knitted with more than fifty women from Austria, challenge the Venus’ 
conventional framing as a fertility or sexual symbol.  Positioning knitting as a texture of 
embodiment reweaving women’s affinity to self and others, these works materially manifest 
recent archeological theories that The Venus may have been a real-life woman weaver, or self-
portrait by a woman.  
 
The Matrikas collages also destabilise rigid histories of female objecthood in representation, by 
juxtaposing and reconstituting a new gang of ‘sisters’ from clippings of female sculptural figures 
and forms across the ages. Humorous clay ‘relics’ in Of Hearth and Home include cat-eye 
spectacles, a tampon, domestic sewing tools and small sculptures. Each small piece attests to The 
Venus’ and my own unique bodily and creative activities. Composed of various interconnected 
works and fragments, the works from Venus Was Her Name epitomise skin’s capacity to enfold 
greater layers of complexity in the past, as well as present. 
 
Travelling out of the distant past, the body of works entitled The Skin of Hope (2012) forge skin’s 
palpable significance to the here and now. Produced during an Australia Council residency in 
Barcelona, where I was accompanied by my partner and child, these works continue my vision of 
female subjectivity and interconnectivity in skin through a personal portrayal of the ways my 
adopted daughter Hope and I acknowledge, bond and imprint each other at skin level.  
 
In The Armour of Hope, a knitted chain-mail armour for Hope; The Arms of Mother, arm-length 
scar embroidered gloves for me; and The Tools of Hope, a set of talismanic clay knitting needles, I 
propose knitting’s metaphoric equivalency to skin. Harnessing knitting’s associations with 
nurturance, bondage and repair, the works materialise Hope’s and my own past losses, resilience 
and renewal, epitomising a potential progression from female embattlement to embodiment in 
skin.  
 
My series of photographic works including The Skin of Hope, The Arms of Hope and The Arms of 
Mother capture Hope’s and my own bodily traces to advance that medium’s conceptual efficacy to 
translate a picture of skin layered with intimate tactile connections. I frame Hope and me as 
separate subjects, gaining from sensorial contact and alliance, while emphasising skin and 
motherhood as social fabrics necessary to our physical, intellectual and psychological 
development. The Skin of Hope captures a tender, fleeting moment and invites future imaginings 
of women at home in their skin. 
 
Postscript: A Burial Suit (2013) was the final work in the PhD project. It comprises a customised, 
geranium pink, hand-knitted burial suit for me and a life-size photograph of me wearing it. The 
suit was stitched together in ‘stolen’ moments when my focus had primarily shifted to the written 
exegesis component of the PhD. Like an Egyptian sarcophagus, the suit is covered in pictures 
attesting to my own world of acquired experience through skin. These images include runic 
letters, numbers, domestic objects, plaster strips, music notes, spider webs, body parts, tools of 
my trade, art works I have made, names of my loved ones and more. The text-laden outfit, and the 
photograph of me in it, appreciates skin as a tactile tapestry that continues to be woven with new 
memories and narratives.  
 
Constituting a three and a half year journey across time, place and various modes of 
representation, my works avoid a linear approach to skin. Instead my studio research and the 
results of it radiate out in various directions, forming a multifarious texture characterised by 
overlapping threads, perspectives, subjectivities and connections. Traversing skin’s enfolding 
surfaces and depths, my works developed out of an attentive care for skin’s infinite capacity to 
envelop and extend our sense of self. I hope this sense of care is compelling for the viewer, 
expanding his or her own perceptions of skin’s value to female representations and women’s 
presence in the world, beyond that threshold. 
 
- Kate Just, May 2013 
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Artist’s Biography: 
Kate Just was born in Hartford, Connecticut in 1974 and moved to Melbourne permanently in 1996. 
Just has a Master of Arts from RMIT, a Bachelor of Fine Arts (Painting) from VCA and Bachelor of 
Science (Film) from Boston University. Just has been a Lecturer in Art at VCA since 2005 and has 
exhibited extensively in solo and group exhibitions across Australia including at Craft Victoria, 
Gertrude Contemporary, Centre for Contemporary Photography, Melbourne Art Fair, Silvershot, 
Contemporary Art Space of Tasmania, Chalk Horse Gallery, Nellie Castan Gallery, First Draft, MOP, 
Perth Institute of Contemporary Art, Canberra Contemporary Art Space and Daine Singer. 
Internationally, Just has exhibited her work at Nanjing University, Auckland Art Fair, AC Institute 
New York, and the Factory at Kunsthalle Krems, Austria. In 2012 a survey exhibition of Just’s major 
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Just's work was also curated into the exhibition Louise Bourgeois and Australian Artists at Heide 
Museum of Modern Art in 2012.  
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undertaken local residencies at Gertrude Contemporary Art Spaces, Lake Macquarie Gallery, Heide 
Museum of Modern Art and the Australian Tapestry Workshop and held international residencies at 
Krems (AIR) and the Australia Council Studio Barcelona. As part of her British Council Award, Just 
will travel to the UK in 2013 to undertake museum research and create a public, performative knitting 
project in London, Leeds, Birmingham and Colchester. Just’s work is held in collections including 
Artbank, Ergas Collection, City of Port Phillip, Ararat Regional Art Gallery and Proclaim Management 
Collection. Kate Just is represented by Daine Singer, Melbourne.  

 
 


